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Abstract. Edge conditions in  DIII–D are being quantified in order to provide insight into the physics of the
H–mode regime. Electron temperature is not the key parameter that controls the L-H transition. Gradients of
edge temperature and pressure are much more promising candidates for such parameters. The quality of H–mode
confinement is strongly correlated with the height of the H–mode pedestal for the pressure. The gradient of the
pressure appears to be controlled by MHD modes, in particular by kink-ballooning modes with finite mode
number n. For a wide variety of discharges, the width of the barrier is well described with a relationship that is
proportional to (βp

ped )1/2. An attractive regime of confinement has been discovered which provides steady-state
operation with no ELMs, low impurity content and normal H–mode confinement. A coherent edge MHD–mode
evidently provides adequate particle transport to control the plasma density and impurity content while
permitting the pressure pedestal to remain almost identical to that observed in ELMing discharges.

1. Introduction

The ELMing H–mode discharge is the baseline scenario for a next-step tokamak device. The
characteristics of these discharges are strongly affected by boundary conditions near the
separatrix. In particular, 1) access to the H–mode state is controlled by boundary physics,
2) the amount of the confinement enhancement of the H–mode plasma depends on the height
of the H–mode transport barrier and 3) control of the plasma density and impurity content is
obtained by transport processes at the plasma periphery. The edge physics is not well enough
understood to permit reliable predictions from theory-based models as to whether the H–mode
state will be attained and as to what level of confinement will be achieved in the H–mode
state. This lack of knowledge is one of the greatest impediments for the design of future
machines. Moreover, acceptable particle control is normally achieved with ELMs.
Unfortunately, ELMs have the deleterious effect of producing large transient heat pulses on
the divertor plates, which may lead to unacceptably fast erosion of the plates.

Part of the DIII–D program is directed at identifying and quantifying the edge physics
relevant to H–mode discharges. Recent work shows that the H–mode transition is not
controlled by the electron temperature alone. However, edge gradients of temperature and
pressure are candidates for ingredients in the causal chain of physics that causes the transition.
New studies provide additional evidence that the height of the H–mode pressure pedestal has
a profound effect on the value of the plasma’s energy confinement. Confinement
improvements with increasing triangularity are strongly correlated with increases in the height
of the pedestal, which in turn are due primarily to improved MHD stability and therefore to
higher edge pressure gradients. A remarkable operating regime, the “quiescent H–mode”, has
been discovered. This regime provides steady state operation with no ELMs, good particle
control and standard H–mode confinement. The key to this mode of operation is the existence
of a continuous edge MHD mode which evidently provides enough transport to exhaust
plasma particles but does not significantly modify the edge pressure gradient from that
obtained in normal ELMing discharges.

2.  Edge Conditions for H–mode Access

Attainment of a “critical” edge electron temperature has been proposed as a threshold
criterion for the L-H transition [1]. On DIII–D, several lines of research indicate that this is



not the case. First, operational space diagrams of Te and ne show that there is a very
significant overlap of Te values from the L–mode and H–mode states [2,3]. There is no single
value of Te which can be considered as a “critical” value for the transition. These data have
been evaluated where the edge density gradient has its maximum value. This location is
typically less than 1 cm inboard of the separatrix at the outer midplane, is in the region which
becomes the H–mode transport barrier and is an ideal location for evaluating edge parameters
of relevance to the L-H transition

Studies of the ∇ B drift effect are a second line of research which show that the condition for
the H–mode transition depends on more physics than just the edge fluid parameters, density,
temperature and pressure [4]. Discharges have been prepared with both signs of the toroidal
magnetic field BT for which the edge fluid parameters were nearly identical. However, for
one sign of the magnetic field, the heating power was within 10%–30% of the H–mode
threshold while for the other sign of BT, the same amount of power was a factor of 3–5 below
the threshold. Thus, the condition for obtaining the H–mode is not just the requirement that a
critical value of the edge temperature or pressure is achieved.

The most compelling evidence that there is not a critical Te for the transition is provided by
experiments in which deuterium pellets have induced transitions to H–mode (PIH–mode)
when the heating power was below the nominal H–mode threshold [5]. In these discharges,
both the edge Te and Ti were reduced by ≈50% in the L–mode by injection of a pellet (Fig. 1).
Nevertheless, the H–mode transition occurred within a few milliseconds after pellet injection.
These results are inconsistent with the idea that the H–mode transition occurs when a
“critical” edge temperature is achieved.

Pattern recognition algorithms have been developed and used to search for operational space
diagrams that best classify the L–mode and H–mode states [6–7]. Results from this research
show that parameters based on ∇ Te or ∇ Pe, measured at the location of steepest edge density
as described above, do a very good job of distinguishing the L- and H-states. It is not
surprising that such a parameterization should work because increases in the edge gradients
are part of the L-H transition phenomenology. However, it is surprising in a quantitative sense
how well these parameterizations distinguish between the L- and H-states. For example, in
Fig. 2, which shows an operational space diagram of ∇ Te/Te vs. ∇ Pe/ne, it is possible to draw
a line that divides the two states nicely. This work has motivated studies which show that
gradients of electron and ion temperature and pressure, at the very periphery of the plasma,
systematically increase in the L-phase of discharges which make a transition to H–mode, as
illustrated in Fig. 3. These changes are larger and more consistently observed than changes in
the edge temperatures or pressures [3] and suggest that increases of edge gradients may be
part of the causal chain of events for the L-H transition. Changes in these gradients might
stimulate the transition by modifying the edge electric field shear in L–mode.
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FIG. 1.  Edge ne rises by about factor of 3 and edge Te and Ti decrease by about 50% from before
pellet injection (18 ms before H–mode transition) to after pellet injection (6 ms before H–mode
transition). Separatrix shown by vertical dashed lines.
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FIG. 2.  Operational space diagram showing
that ∇ Te/Te and ∇ Pe/ne  distinguish very well
between L–mode and H–mode. Data are drawn
from scans of density, current and toroidal field
and from discharges with PIH–modes. Dashed
line shows approximate division between the two
states. Of the 2000+ points used for the figure,
more than 99% are classified correctly by the
dashed line.

3.  Pedestal Scaling

Previous studies have shown that the
confinement of H–mode plasmas increases
as the height of the pressure pedestal Pped
increases [8]. More recent results from
DIII–D show that this conclusion is valid for
a wider range of conditions than were
covered in the original studies. For example,
the confinement degradation of high density
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FIG. 3.  Thin lines show time-series for Te, ∇ Te,
Pe and ∇ Pe, evaluated at location of largest ne
gradient, and Ti and ∇ Ti, evaluated at the
largest C VI density gradient, for average of
three identical discharges with a low H–mode
power threshold (1.5 MW). Thick lines show
linear fits to the data for the L-phase, delineated
by vertical dashed lines. The data are plotted as
relative values (percentages) of the initial value
of the linear fit. Percentage changes in each
parameter during the L-phase, as determined
from the linear fits, are also shown. The largest
changes in L–mode occurred for ∇ Ti, ∇ Te and
∇ Pe, which increased by 35%–45%.

discharges during gas fueling is strongly correlated with a reduction of Tped and in Pped [9].
Also, confinement improvements with increased triangularity are correlated with increases of
Pped [10]. Thus, predicting the core H–mode confinement in future devices requires
knowledge of the values of pressure or of temperature and density at the H–mode pedestal.

Studies of pedestal scaling have been divided into studies of the electron pressure gradient
and of ∆pe, the width of the transport barrier for Pe. The pressure gradient is controlled by
MHD stability. Although there are discharges in which the measured gradients are consistent
with limits expected for infinite-n ideal ballooning modes [11], there are many conditions in
DIII–D in which the gradients substantially exceed these predictions. Calculations and model-
ing of experimental data show that for appropriately shaped discharges, the bootstrap current
driven by the edge pressure gradient can provide stability against infinite-n ballooning modes
and allow the plasma access to the second stable region [12]. Recent results indicate that for
these plasmas, the pressure gradients are limited by finite-n kink/ballooning modes [11,13].

The previous work has shown that the pressure barrier width ∆pe shows a rather small
variation in  DIII–D for a wide range of discharge characteristics. The best scaling which has
been determined shows that ∆pe is proportional to (βp

ped )1/2, where βp
ped  is beta-poloidal for

the electrons, evaluated on the pedestal [8]. Determined three years ago, this scaling remains
the best description of a wide range of DIII–D discharges. Experiments with pumping which
broke the connection of density and temperature showed that ∆pe does not scale with the ion
poloidal gyroradius [14].



As noted above, confinement improvements that occur with increases in triangularity δ are
correlated with increases in Pped. In these studies, the height of the H–mode pressure pedestal
increased by a factor of two as the upper δ was increased from 0.0 to 0.5. This increase was
due primarily to an increase in the pressure gradient [10]. All discharges were in the second
stable region for infinite-n ballooning modes. Good agreement has been obtained between the
measured pressure gradient and calculations based on medium-n kink/ballooning modes [11].
In contrast, the barrier width increased weakly with δ and was described reasonably well by
the scaling relationship based on (βp

ped )1/2 [10]. In brief, increasing δ leads to improved MHD
stability at the edge which in turn allows for a higher pressure pedestal and therefore higher
stored energy.

4. Quiescent H–mode

A remarkable mode of steady-state H–mode
operation has been discovered which has
several attractive features from the point of
view of a reactor. This mode, called the
“quiescent H–mode” has been obtained for a
range of conditions with counter-injected
neutral beams and cryopumping to lower the
edge density. It has standard H–mode
confinement with no ELMs and therefore no
pulsed heat load to the divertor targets. The
salient characteristics of a typical discharge
are shown in Fig. 4. After a brief period of
ELMing, the discharge entered a steady-
state phase, free of ELMs, which lasted for
3.5 s, limited only by machine power
supplies. During the steady-state phase, the
density remained constant, the confinement
time remained constant at about twice the
ITER-89P level, the radiated power
remained constant at about 30% of the input
power, the impurity content remained
constant with core Zeff of about 2 and the
edge pressure gradient remained constant at
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FIG. 4.  Typical waveforms for quiescent mode
show that, after a short ELMing phase ends
(≈1600 ms), confinement parameters reach
steady-state. These include density, radiated
power, confinement enhancement factor, core
zeff, normalized toroidal beta and pressure
gradient in H–mode barrier. Amplitude of
magnitude fluctuations, shown by Ḃ  changes
character after end of ELMs and indicates
presence of MHM–mode.

the same levels seen during the ELMing phase. These observations are in marked contrast to
the usual H–mode phenomenology in which impurity levels and radiation rapidly increase
when ELMs are absent.

These discharges are called “quiescent” rather than “ELM-free”, because the term “ELM-
free” usually refers to that phase of an H–mode discharge in which the pressure gradient is
increasing to the value which causes ELMs. In marked contrast, these discharges have
pressure gradients that are at the limit that can cause ELMs, but ELMs are not observed.
Figure 5 shows a comparison of edge Te, ne, pe and Ti profiles from the ELMing and
quiescent phases of a typical discharge. With the exception that Ti is higher in the quiescent
phase, the two sets of profiles are very similar and allow for the confinement of the quiescent
phase to be as good as that of the ELMing phase.

Despite the lack of ELMs, the quiescent phase is accompanied by low amplitude coherent
oscillations observed both on magnetic diagnostics (Fig. 4) and on diagnostics sensitive to
density fluctuations. These oscillations exhibit several harmonics, typically in the range of
n=1–9, and may be due to the presence of a magnetic island. Density fluctuation diagnostics
indicate that the strength of this “multi-harmonic mode” (MHM) is strongest in the vicinity of
the H–mode transport barrier, although signatures of the mode are seen deeper into the core
of the plasma. Although the MHM is of interest because of its unique characteristics, it
appears to have the practical effect of causing enough particle transport at the edge to provide
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plasma density control and to maintain
plasma cleanliness. More work is needed to
identify the MHM.

It is not clear what physics allows the MHM
rather than ELMs to exist at the plasma
edge. One possibility is that the shape of the
radial electric field, obtained with reversed
current, modifies the stability of ELMs.
These discharges have very desirable charac-
teristics from the point of view of reactor
operation. They have standard H–mode
confinement but no pulsed heat load to the
divertor, no impurity accumulation and
appear able to run indefinitely.
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